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QUESTIONS TO ASK A COMMERCIAL CARRIER

1. MMIA is owned and operated by Montana cities and towns and 
has direct control over coverage, rates, and services offered. 

Ask:   What control would we have if we moved to a 
commercial carrier?

2. MMIA offers claims and risk management services specifically 
tailored to municipal risk, and only municipal risk. 

Ask:   How would a commercial carrier be able to offer 
specialized services to meet our unique needs?

3. Agents sometimes advertise special group pricing called 
“safety groups”, “affinity groups”, or “industry groups” which 
offer additional dividend payouts.  

Ask:   How often are existing “groups” earning the 
additional dividend payouts advertised? 

4. For calculation of experience modification factors, MMIA caps workers’ compensation claim values at $62,500 and does not 
include money spent on legal. 

Ask:   What dollar value are claims capped for experience modification factor calculation purposes? 

Note:   The higher the amount losses are capped, the higher your experience modification factor and rate volatility will be.

5. MMIA only has one rate tier and has a low cap for claims for experience modification factor calculations.

Ask:   Are there multiple rate tiers? If so, what kind of claims would move us to a higher rate tier in a given year? If we move 
up in rate tiers, would the experience modification factor go up as well?  

Note:   Higher Rate Tier = Higher Cost  
Higher Experience Modification Factor = Higher Cost 
Higher Rate Tier + Higher Experience Modification Factor = Compounded Higher Costs

6. Ask: Thinking about your other clients of similar payroll size to us, what is the largest one-year percentage increase in premium 
you’ve seen with a commercial carrier? 

7. MMIA payroll basis for emergency services volunteers such as police, fire, and/or ambulance is $50/month, $150/quarter, or the 
actual remuneration, whichever is greater. 

Ask:   What payroll basis would be used for emergency services volunteers such as police, fire, and/or ambulance?

Note:   The higher the payroll basis the higher your cost.
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MMIA VS. COMMERCIAL INSURANCE CARRIER

MMIA COMMERCIAL INSURANCE CARRIER
Owned by the cities and towns of Montana. We are you. May be privately owned, shareholder owned, or quazi-governmental. 

You vs. them. 
Operated by the cities and towns of Montana for the cities and towns 
of Montana. Cities and towns are the decision makers. 

May be operated by industry executives or governor appointees. 
Consumers of commercial products are not the decision makers. 

MMIA coverage and service offerings specific and unique to Montana 
cities and towns. 

Coverage and service offerings are generalized and span all industries.

Accountability for program performance is governed and shared by all 
owners of MMIA.

Accountability of company performance is not governed by the 
product consumers. 

Cities and towns have direct control over coverage, rates, 
methodologies, and services. 

Consumers of commercial products have limited, if any, input into 
coverage, rates, methodologies, and services offered by commercial 
carriers. 

Cities and towns have transparent access to day-to-day operations 
of MMIA, including direct relationships with executive, management 
and line staff. 

Consumers of commercial products have limited access to executive 
and management staff and have transactional interactions with line 
staff. 

MMIA is immediately responsive to ever changing needs of cities and 
towns of Montana.

Commercial carriers are not required to make changes based on 
consumers’ needs.

Affordable, stable rates designed for long term stability and 
predictability.

Volatile rates that do not provide predictability or stability. 

Who better to manage municipal money than municipalities? Cities and towns would have limited, if any, input on the management 
of the premiums paid to commercial carriers. 

RISKS OF CLOSING MMIA PROGRAM
MMIA’s programs are a collaboration of Montana municipalities banding together to give themselves control, stability, and excellent service. If 
an MMIA member-owned program were to close, there would be long-term consequences for all Montana cities and towns.

 Ů Montana cities and towns would give up self-governance and control of coverage and rely on commercial carriers.

 Ů Montana cities and towns would be subject to the volatile nature of rates in the commercial insurance marketplace.

 Ů When a municipality privatizes an operation or function such as garbage collection, it is often extremely difficult and expensive to bring 
that function back into the public sector. In the same way, if the MMIA were to close a program, reopening it would be extremely difficult 
and possibly cost prohibitive.


